
Filmmaking is a chance to live many lifetimes.” Robert Altman  

Film form in US Cinema from the Silent Era to 1990:  

study set films in depth, learning filming and editing  

techniques 

European Cinema history:  study two film movements 

by examining stylistic developments.  

Critical Approaches to Contemporary US and British 

Film:  identify developments in digital technology and the 

impact on the spectator and future possibilities for cinema.  

Coursework NEA Making a Short Film: undertake  

preliminary research work, planning and skills  

development and use these to make a short film. 

You will be introduced to films from different national  

cinemas covering the Silent Era to present day.  You will 

be introduced to the contexts that surround film-making 

and to the concepts of genre, representation, narrative, 

aesthetics and spectatorship.  Develop the skills to  

analyse, interpret and compare films critically,  

communicating ideas effectively through a range of  

methods.  Demonstrate how knowledge of the ways in 

which films reflect their social, cultural, political, historical 

and institutional contexts informs analysis and  

understanding of set films.  The theory of film-making 

combines with practical activities to embed knowledge and 

understanding of film form.  

At the end of Year 12 you will sit end of year exams, these 

will not count towards your final results. 

 

There are two final written examinations at A level and you 

will be assessed on a short film making assignment.  

In addition to homework you will also be expected to carry 

out a minimum of 5 hours independent study per fortnight 

in each subject studied.  This will involve watching a range 

of US, British and European films across different time  

periods, wider reading around film theory, production  

planning, filming, and editing. 

 

Recommended texts:   

 ‘Film Art: An Introduction’ by Bordwell and Thompson 

(originally published 1979)  

 ‘An Introduction to Film Studies’ by Jill Nelmes 

(originally published 1996). 

 

Trips will be arranged to BFI, London and Watershed Cinema, 

Bristol.  

HISTORY – A Level  

Five GCSE Grade 6 to 9  

including English and Maths.  

Mr C Donovan 

cdonovan@writhlington.org.uk  

Marketing, PR, screenwriting, 

editing, producing and  

journalism, historian, English/

Film Teacher  
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   FILM STUDIES – A Level 

Critical Approaches – Ideology:  consider films  

messages and values and how the set films have  

influenced, or been influenced by their social, cultural,  

political and historical contexts.  


